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The aim of this book is to examine how EU law relates to and impacts on the
national social security systems of the Member States. It asks three key
questions. Firstly, it looks at how the internal market and its developments have
eroded Member States' sovereignty over their social security systems, despite
the fact that the EU has limited competence in the field. It then explores,
secondly, how the Union Citizenship and, thirdly, the Charter of Fundamental
Rights has affected the coordination of these regimes.
This book explains how member states of the EU confer powers to the Union
through the founding treaties and the legal frame applicable to the Union’s
institutions, and the rules that apply to their functioning and the legal review of
their action. It reviews the main fields of action of the EU – the internal market,
area of freedom, security and justice, external action – and how law is shaping
them. The interaction between the EU and its member states is also explained.
Recoge: 1. From Paris to Lisbon, via Rome, Maastricht, Amsterdam and Nice. 2.
Fundamental values of The European Union. 3. The "Constitution" of The
European Union. 4. The legal order of The EU. 5. The position of Union law in
relation to the legal order as a whole.
Since its publication in 2006, European Union Law has quickly established itself
as one of the leading textbooks in the field, providing the student with both a
comprehensive text and collection of materials. European Union Public Law
brings together those sections of the title which look at the constitutional and
institutional law of the EU, making it ideal for students undertaking a more
focused study of the Union. Its proven successful combination of a highly
accessible style, a 'law in context' approach which looks at the law in its wider
political and social context and collection of interdisciplinary materials make this
an essential text for those students concerned with the institutional and political
workings of the Union. European public law students, European studies students
and politics students will find this text invaluable, at both undergraduate and
postgraduate level.
First published in 1998, this volume drew upon a variety of primary and
secondary sources from a number of academic disciplines. European Union Law
provides not merely the materials which form the law, but also analysis of the
pressures, ideologies and agents which have shaped it. It is suitable for newer
types of European Union law courses which trace the development of the
European Union from economic to political community as well as for the more
traditional courses which focus predominantly upon the law of the Institutions and
of the internal market. Suitable for both undergraduates and postgraduates.
This book explores the exportation and application of European Union legislation
beyond EU borders. It clarifies the means and instruments of the voluntary
application of the EU’s norms by third countries and analyses in detail the
process of legislative approximation between the EU and its East European
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neighbours. It also assesses the extent to which the EU is successful in
promoting its legal standards abroad. The first part of the book addresses the
EU’s mechanisms and instruments promoting the export of its own laws and
practices to other countries. Key issues include the post-Lisbon constitutional
basis for the EU’s engagement with its Eastern neighbours (Art. 8 TEU); the
different methods of acquis export and the impact of a new generation of
Association Agreements providing for the establishment of Deep and
Comprehensive Free Trade Areas (DCFTAs) and, ultimately, a Neighbourhood
Economic Community (NEC) between the EU and its Eastern partners. The
second part of the book includes substantive country reports that analyse the
process of legislative approximation and application of EU law in the Eastern
Partnership countries and Russia, authored by leading academics from the
countries concerned. While currently these countries are not working towards full
EU membership, the EU encourages them to approximate and converge their
legislation with the EU acquis. The book also offers a unique picture of current
practice of the application of EU law by judiciaries in the countries of the Eastern
Partnership and Russia. The book concludes with reflections on the multi-faceted
character of legislative approximation and the challenges surrounding the
application of EU law in the EU’s Eastern neighbourhood. The conclusions
reached are highly informative as to the effectiveness of present and future EU
external regional policies aimed at the promotion of EU common values and EU
legislation into the legal orders of third countries.
From Frankenstein to futuristic feminist utopias, Decoding Gender in Science
Fiction examines the ways science fiction writers have incorporated, explored,
and revised conventional notions of sexual difference. Attebery traces a
fascinating history of men's and women's writing that covertly or overtly
investigates conceptions of gender, suggesting new perspectives on the genre.
This book re-examines the law governing the obligations of the Member States in
the European Union from the perspective of the interests formulated and pursued
by national governments in the EU. Member States’ interests provide the source
as well as the limitations of the obligations undertaken by the Member States in
the Union. From the early days of European integration, they have determined
how the law frames and defines EU obligations in the Treaties, in legislation and
in the jurisprudence of the EU Court of Justice. The book neither challenges
directly, nor undermines the current state of the law in the EU. Instead, it
introduces a framework for interpreting and analysing legal developments – both
legislative and jurisprudential – from an angle which brings the legal dimension of
the membership of States in the European Union closer to its political reality. By
choosing Member State interest to frame its analysis of the law, the book
expresses a clear intention to explore further the interactions and the potential
interconnectedness of the intergovernmentalism of EU decision-making and the
normative supranationalism of the application and the enforcement of Member
State obligations, in particular at the national level. Analysing how diversity
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among the Member States, which arises from different local interests, institutional
frameworks and socio-economic arrangements, is assessed and sustained in EU
legislation and in the jurisprudence of the Court of Justice, the book examines the
impact of EU obligations on Member State territorial authority and territoriality.
Providing a new perspective on Member State interests and European Law, the
book closes the widening gap between the politics and law of European
integration and between its political science and legal analysis. The book is
essential reading for students and scholars in the field of state law, EU law and
politics.
This Casebook deals with the horizontal effects of EU law, which is to say its
effects on relationships between individuals. To a large extent, these effects have
been created by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) on the basis
of the European Treaties. The main focus of the Casebook is on the
developments relating to primary EU law and their influence on national private
law. It studies instances where EU primary law has already directly or indirectly
influenced the case law in the Member States, or where it is expected to do so
soon. Compared to the well-known impact of EU directives on private law, these
developments concerning primary EU law are hardly noted by private lawyers
and perhaps not sufficiently explained by scholars of EU law. Therefore the book
makes an important contribution to scholarship and education. This book
highlights developments in the areas of competition law, fundamental freedoms,
non-discrimination, general principles of EU law, ex officio application of
provisions of EU law and implementation of directives, including harmonious
interpretation and Francovich liability. In its analysis of the ways in which EU law
interacts with private law, the book will be an invaluable resource to students,
practitioners and academics of EU private law.
This is the market's most student-friendly textbook on EU internal market law, covering
everything students need to know about the legal and regulatory framework of the
internal market and eliminating the need for a full EU law text. Concise and focused,
chapters explore the underlying socio-economic and historical contexts of EU law, and
offer a thorough examination of the law's technical aspects, ensuring that students gain
a rich understanding of the way that legal rules and structures have developed from key
political and social debates. Key concepts are illustrated by excerpts, summaries and
discussions of classic and modern cases. Numerous features include text boxes,
illustrative cases, legal interpretations, tables, and suggestions for further reading,
which support students with little background knowledge of the subject, leading them to
total mastery of the material.
This textbook on European constitutional law offers a coherent and scholarly analysis
presented within a clear structure.
Routledge Q&As give you the tools to practice and refine your exam technique,
showing you how to apply your knowledge to maximum effect in an exam situation.
Each book contains up to fifty essay and problem-based questions on the most
commonly examined topics, complete with expert guidance and fully worked model
answers. These books provide you with the skills you need for your exams by: Helping
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you to be prepared: each title in the series has an introduction presenting carefully
tailored advice on how to approach assessment for your subject Showing you what
examiners are looking for: each question is annotated with both a short overview on
how to approach your answer, as well as footnoted commentary that demonstrate how
model answers meet marking criteria Offering pointers on how to gain marks, as well as
what common errors could lose them: ‘Aim Higher’ and ‘Common Pitfalls’ offer
crucial guidance throughout Helping you to understand and remember the law:
diagrams for each answer work to illuminate difficult legal principles and provide
overviews of how model answers are structured Books in the series are also supported
by a Companion Website that offers online essay-writing tutorials, podcasts, bonus
Q&As and multiple-choice questions to help you focus your revision more effectively.
This eagerly awaited new edition has been significantly revised after extensive user
feedback to meet current teaching requirements. The first major textbook to be
published since the rejuvenation of the Lisbon Treaty, it retains the best elements of the
first edition - the engaging, easily understandable writing style, extracts from a variety of
sources showing the creation, interpretation and application of the law and
comprehensive coverage. In addition it has separate chapters on EU law in national
courts, governance and external relations reflecting the new directions in which the field
is moving. The examination of the free movement of goods and competition law has
been restructured. Chapter introductions clearly set out what will be covered in each
section allowing students to approach complex material with confidence and detailed
further reading sections encourage further study. Put simply, it is required reading for all
serious students of EU law.
Revision of the author's Constitutional law of the European Union.
This is a book about the internal dimension of the rule of law in the European Union
(EU). The EU is a community based on law which adheres to and promotes a set of
common values between the Member States. The preservation of these values (such
as legality, legal certainty, prohibition of arbitrariness, respect for fundamental rights) is
pivotal to the success of European integration and the well-being of the individuals
within it. Yet, the EU rule of law suffers from an imposter syndrome and has been the
subject of criticism: ie that it is only part of the EU agenda in order to legitimise
sweeping new powers and policies, and that it plays little or no role in promoting a
culture of compliance for either deviant EU Institutions or for Member States. This book
will examine whether the EU rule of law deserves those criticisms. It will offer an
analytical guide to the EU rule of law by conceptualising it and locating it within the
sources of EU law. It will then ask whether the EU is based on the rule of law - a
question which is answered in the affirmative, but one which has to be considered in
the context of compliance and the overall effectiveness of the EU enforcement acquis.
It is argued that while the EU means well in its aim to preserve unity in an increasingly
diversified Europe, the extent to which it can pave the way to a better world (based on a
transnational rule of law concept akin to good governance and improvement of citizens'
lives) is dependent on the commitment of all European integration stakeholders to the
EU project.
This book discusses the history and institutional framework of the EU without becoming
mired in the minutiae of 'black letter' law. It provides an accessible introduction for
students to current critical academic commentary on European law.
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This new edition provides an overview of the institutions and main areas of substantive
law in a concise volume to get straight to the heart of each topic. Its focused approach,
self-test questions, and further reading lists make it ideal as a main text for EU courses
on the LLB or GDL.
First published 30 years ago, Wyatt and Dashwood's European Union Law was a
landmark publication, designed and written for students taking degree level courses in
EU law. In the intervening years new editions have appeared at regular intervals, firmly
establishing the book as a reliable and authoritative text. Besides introducing
generations of students to the intricacies of European law it has also been increasingly
relied upon by scholars, practitioners and the courts as a valuable source of reference
on this complex and ever-expanding body of law. While the book cannot cover every
aspect of the subject matter, it nevertheless offers comprehensive coverage of those
aspects of EU law most commonly studied at degree level. Part I introduces the history
and foundations of the Union's primary law. Part II looks at the Union's institutions,
decision-making procedures and competences. It also deals with the Union judiciary,
focusing on direct actions before the Union courts and preliminary references from
national courts. The constitutional fundamentals of direct effect and supremacy,
effective judicial protection before national courts, general principles of Union law and
the Charter of Fundamental Rights are dealt with in Part III. Part IV covers the internal
market: free movement of goods, Union citizenship, workers, establishment and
services, the services directive, mutual recognition of qualifications, corporate
establishment and company law harmonisation. Part V deals with competition law:
Articles 101 and 102 TFEU, the enforcement of Union competition rules and other
related competition law issues. Part VI then includes a brand new chapter concerned
with the EU's external relations, together with treatment of the legal effects of
international agreements entered into by the EU. As with previous editions the aim is to
provide an accurate, critical, pragmatic and original account of the subject, at times also
offering unique insiders' insights. The book holds to its reputation as being both broad
and profound, the ideal foundation for gaining a deep understanding of EU law. This
edition reflects the law post-Lisbon. It has also been re-structured and re-designed, so
as to facilitate ease-of-use. Its original authors, Derrick Wyatt and Alan Dashwood,
continue to make a significant contribution. Michael Dougan, Eleanor Spaventa and
Barry Rodger complete the team of authors working on this invaluable textbook and
reference work. The 6th edition has already been cited in the Northern Ireland High
Court by The Honourable Mr. Justice Bernard McCloskey [2011] NIQB 61.
As the preferred choice of both teachers and students, this textbook offers an unrivalled
combination of expertise, accessibility and comprehensive coverage. The new edition reflects
the way the economic crisis has impacted the shape and nature of European Union law.
Materials from case law, legislation and academic literature are integrated throughout to
expose the student to the broadest range of views. Additional online material on the application
of EU law in non member states and on rulings on the Fiscal Compact ensures the material is
completely current. The new edition includes a timeline which charts the evolution of the EU
project. Written in a way which encourages sophisticated analysis, the book ensures the
student's full engagement with sometimes complex material. More importantly, it offers the
clarity which is essential to understanding. A required text for all interested in European Union
law.
Asylum law in the European Union is ripe with caveats that allow for rejecting asylum
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applications due to ‘protection’ received in the home country or another location. Yet, when is
‘protection’ strong enough to make denying an application lawful?
Horspool and Humphreys' European Union Law provides an overview of both the European
institutions and main areas of substantive law in a concise volume. The authors convey clearly
to the reader the key facts and principles of European Union law, making it an ideal first text for
undergraduateand GDL EU courses. Its concise nature, focus on key areas, and self-test
questions, also make this a useful revision text. The new edition has a larger format and layout
to aid navigation, and includes a new chapter on environmental law, as well as useful updated
suggestions for further reading at the end of each chapter.
An examination of the legal framework of the EU internal market as established in the case law
of the European Court of Justice, discussing in particular EC competition law, the free
movement of goods, services, persons and capital and the evolution of the interpretation of the
provisions. The 'State' has been retreating from direct intervention in economic life as more
goods and services, the provision of which was once thought to be a 'public' responsibility, are
delivered through market mechanisms. Given the need for consistent application of EC law in
the internal market, a common core conception of public authority, shielded from the discipline
of EC competition law, is needed. The resulting realignment of public and private functions and
responsibilities is not a linear and coherent process, especially in light of the changing nature
of the European legal integration project and the progressive incorporation of non-economic
values in the Treaties.
A contextual analysis of the internal logics of EU health law through four themes:
consumerism; (human) rights; interactions between equality, solidarity and competition; and
risk. Leading authors in the emergent field explain the interactions and implications of EU
health law through thematic reinterpretation of the law in context in key substantive areas, such
as the regulation of health research, access of patients to high quality care, health care
professional regulation, organisation and funding of health care services, and public health.
This book offers a fresh perspective and thorough understanding of EU health law through
individual and collective or systemic perspectives, and covers health law both within the EU
and globally. Essential reading for anyone interested in health law in any EU Member State or
in global health law.
European Union Law in a Global Context is a comprehensive introduction to European law in
its international context. Trevor Hartley provides an explanation of the basic principles of each
topic covered. He examines the institutions of the EU and the law-making process; the
European Court and international adjudication; EU law (and international law) in national
courts; human rights, especially under EU law and the ECHR; the international relations of the
EU; remedies under EU law; and the elements of the free movement of goods, persons and
services. The coverage of the practical application of EU law in British courts will meet the
requirements of those intending to become practitioners, and the inclusion of extracts from
leading cases, as well as from the EC treaties and other instruments, ensures that everything
the reader will need is contained in a single volume.
Cases and Materials on EU Law is a highly respected EU law text and the only cases and
materials book in the field. With his clear, engaging writing style, Stephen Weatherill presents
the main constitutional and substantive areas of EU law alongside the themes and principles
that have shaped the development of the EU and its policies. The 12th edition provides a
wealth of carefully selected case law alongside engaging extracts and materials to help explain
the complexities of EU law in a contextualized and thought-provoking manner. Insightful author
notes and questions accompany each extract, providing valuable additional detail to challenge
understanding and encourage students to engage critically with the material. This title is
accompanied by an Online Resource Centre, providing students with extra learning materials
including: - an interactive map of Europe - a timeline of the EU - video footage - a guide to
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further web resources - a table of equivalences - legal updates - guidance for lecturers on
using the book when teaching.
International Law and the European Union addresses the public international law issues that
arise from the European Union's international action.
The first edition of this seminal textbook made a significant impact on the teaching of EU
external relations law. This new edition retains the hallmarks of that success, while providing a
fully revised and updated account of this burgeoning field. It offers a dual perspective, looking
at questions from both the EU constitutional law perspective (the principles underpinning EU
external action, the EU's powers, and the role of the Court of Justice of the EU); and the
international law perspective (the effect of international law in the EU legal order and the
position of the EU in international organisations such as the WTO). A number of key
substantive policy areas are explored, including trade, security and defence, police and judicial
cooperation, the environment, human rights, and development cooperation. Taking a 'text,
cases and materials' approach, it allows students to gain a thorough understanding of
milestones in the evolution of EU law in this area, their judicial interpretation and scholarly
appraisal. Linking these pieces together through the authors' commentary and analysis
ensures that students are given the necessary guidance to properly position and digest these
materials. Lastly, each chapter concludes with a section entitled 'The Big Picture of EU
External Relations Law', which weaves together the diverse and complex materials into a
coherent whole and stimulates critical discussion of the topics covered.
Featuring contributions from renowned scholars, A Companion to European Union Law and
International Law presents a comprehensive and authoritative collection of essays that
addresses all of the most important topics on European Union and international law. Integrates
the fields of European Union law and international law, revealing both the similarities and
differences Features contributions from renowned scholars in the fields of EU law and
international law Covers a broad range of topical issues, including trade, institutional decisionmaking, the European Court of Justice, democracy, human rights, criminal law, the EMU, and
many others
Since its formation the European Union has expanded beyond all expectations, and this
expansion seems set to continue as more countries seek accession and the scope of EU law
expands, touching more and more aspects of its citizens' lives. The EU has never been
stronger and yet it now appears to be reaching a crisis point, beset on all sides by conflict and
challenges to its legitimacy. Nationalist sentiment is on the rise and the Eurozone crisis has
had a deep and lasting impact. EU law, always controversial, continues to perplex, not least
because it remains difficult to analyse. What is the EU? An international organization, or a
federation? Should its legal concepts be measured against national standards, or another
norm? The Oxford Handbook of European Union Law illuminates the richness and complexity
of the debates surrounding the law and policies of the EU. Comprising eight sections, it
examines how we are to conceptualize EU law; the architecture of EU law; making and
administering EU law; the economic constitution and the citizen; regulation of the market place;
economic, monetary, and fiscal union; the Area of Freedom, Security, and Justice; and what
lies beyond the regulatory state. Each chapter summarizes, analyses, and reflects on the state
of play in a given area, and suggests how it is likely to develop in the foreseeable future.
Written by an international team of leading commentators, this Oxford Handbook creates a
vivid and provocative tapestry of the key issues shaping the laws of the European Union.
In European Union Law a team of specialists provide a comprehensive survey of EU law,
placing it in its social, political and economic contexts. The book's innovative approach,
coupled with a stimulating and accessible writing style, allows the student to engage fully with
the material. With cases and materials integrated throughout the text and recommended
reading sections accompanying each chapter, the text is essential reading for all European law
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students at undergraduate or postgraduate level. In addition, this pack includes an updating
supplement which sets out all key development since the text's publication. Mirroring the
structure and approach of the main text, it enables students to link updating material with ease.
Examining the road to the Lisbon Treaty and the recasting of the borders of the European
Union, it offers the most current survey of the law of the Union.
Building on its unrivalled reputation as the definitive EU law textbook, this seventh edition
continues to provide clear and insightful analysis of all aspects of European Union law.
Drawing on their wealth of experience, Paul Craig and Gráinne de Búrca succeed in bringing
together a unique mix of illuminating commentary and well-chosen extracts from a wide range
of cases, legislation, and academic publications. Chapters have been carefully structured and
designed to enhance student learning at all levels, laying the foundations of the subject while
building analysis of more complex areas and cutting-edge debates. The seventh edition has
been comprehensively updated to reflect the extensive legal developments that have taken
place since publication of the sixth edition, and a new chapter on current challenges facing the
EU has been added.
European Union LawCases and MaterialsCambridge University Press
Now in its second edition, European Union Law has been fully revised and updated following
the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty in December 2009. The book contains entirely new
chapters on the Protection of Human Rights in the EU; the Area of Freedom, Security and
Justice and the Common Foreign and Security Policy. Specifically written to give law students
detailed up-to-date knowledge of all main areas of EU law, the book provides an in-depth and
detailed examination of, and commentary on the areas of institutional and of substantive EU
law forming the syllabus of standard academic courses on EU law. Unlike other texts this book
successfully combines authoritative text with case summaries and judgments, these being
highlighted in colour tinted boxes for easy identification. The author identifies the relevant
points and key facts of the leading cases and discusses the judgments in detail, often in the
light of subsequent developments. Student-friendly features include: short summaries at the
beginning of each chapter outlining the topics and concepts covered an aide-memoire at the
end of each chapter to highlight and reflect the main points a recommended reading list at the
end of each chapter to facilitate further research a map identifying EU Member States (with
accession dates) and candidate states a Companion Website featuring updates twice yearly;
annotated links to online sources of interest and essay style self-test questions with suggested
answers. This book is an essential resource for those studying EU law on both undergraduate
and postgraduate courses and will be of interest to students of political science, social science
and business studies.
An excellent introduction to EU law for students new to the discipline and acting as an
essential revision aid for the more experienced, this new edition has been fully revised and
updated. The author, an experienced lecturer at undergraduate level, examines the main
themes of EU law in a logical and progressive manner. Focusing on how and why the law has
developed as it has, this book provides readers with a thorough understanding of EU law,
including a number of issues presently facing the EU, such as enlargement and the prospect of
a comprehensive written constitution. Student-friendly, it comprises a wide range of
pedagogical features including: summaries comprehensive tables of cases and legislation a list
of abbreviations a glossary of important terms helpful tips on how to approach essay and exam
questions. Broad in scope and highly accessible Understanding European Union Law , is
essential reading, providing a solid foundation for students new to EU law/business as well as
being a useful revision aid for those more familiar with the topic.
For many observers, the European Union is mired in a deep crisis. Between sluggish growth;
political turmoil following a decade of austerity politics; Brexit; and the rise of Asian influence,
the EU is seen as a declining power on the world stage. Columbia Law professor Anu Bradford
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argues the opposite in her important new book The Brussels Effect: the EU remains an
influential superpower that shapes the world in its image. By promulgating regulations that
shape the international business environment, elevating standards worldwide, and leading to a
notable Europeanization of many important aspects of global commerce, the EU has managed
to shape policy in areas such as data privacy, consumer health and safety, environmental
protection, antitrust, and online hate speech. And in contrast to how superpowers wield their
global influence, the Brussels Effect - a phrase first coined by Bradford in 2012- absolves the
EU from playing a direct role in imposing standards, as market forces alone are often sufficient
as multinational companies voluntarily extend the EU rule to govern their global operations.
The Brussels Effect shows how the EU has acquired such power, why multinational companies
use EU standards as global standards, and why the EU's role as the world's regulator is likely
to outlive its gradual economic decline, extending the EU's influence long into the future.
Today, global competition obliges companies dealing in international trade to modernize their
procedures of delivery in order to minimize the customs burden and simplify the relation with
customs authorities. Customs planning is the current option to be effective in the worldwide
marketplace. However, customs officials are facing new challenges: they must ensure the
smooth flow of trade while applying necessary controls on the one hand, while protecting the
health and safety of the Community's citizens on the other. To achieve and maintain the
correct balance between these demands, control methods are constantly evolving raising
major challenges to those charged with planning and compliance. This book is a highly
practical work dealing with the ins and outs of European Union (EU) customs law. Cases of
study, jurisprudence and comparative law support the analysis of the different legal tools. The
consolidated principles ruling the transactions within WTO Member States applied in EU law
offer the readers the opportunity to understand how customs rules can be applied in any
customs jurisdiction. Authored by an international tax lawyer with extensive experience
enforcing EU customs law as a former member of Italy’s financial police, this handy resource
is designed to help the reader stay in compliance with the laws controlling EU importing and
exporting while structuring transactions in a business-friendly manner.

How can the law of the European Union be most effectively taught in the face of
the EU's current upheavals? With this new book a team of specialists provide a
comprehensive survey of EU law, placing it in its social, political and economic
contexts. The book's innovative approach, coupled with a stimulating and
accessible writing style, allows the student to engage fully with the material. The
book charts the development of the European Union from its inception to the
present day by exploring in detail the EU's institutions, its law-making, its
administrative processes and its substantive law. Crucially, it incorporates recent
key developments, such as the crisis over the Constitutional Treaty and the
consequences of its apparent 'failure', as well as issues arising from an enlarged
Europe. With cases and materials integrated throughout the text and
recommended reading sections accompanying each chapter, this is essential
reading for all European law students at undergraduate or postgraduate level.
"This major new textbook for students in European law uses a text, cases and
materials approach to explore the law, politics, policy and practice of EU external
relations, and navigates the complex questions at the interface of these areas.
The subject is explored by explaining major constitutional principles, and
elaborating upon them in policy-specific chapters ranging from common
commercial policy and development policy over CFSP/CSDP and AFSJ to
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energy and enlargement policy. Specific attention is given to the relationship
between European integration, the role of law, and the EU as an effective
international actor. Designed for easy navigation, chapters include key
objectives, summaries and textboxes, which frame key issues and guide the
reader through the functioning of legal principles. Students gain a detailed
understanding of the historical development, context and present functioning of
EU external relations law in a highly politicised European and international
environment"-This book offers the first complete and up-to-date analysis of the European
Union’s regulation of medicines. Through a reasoned description ranging from
regulatory developments to the jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the
European Union, it delineates the current European pharmaceutical regulation
system. Moreover, the economic and social implications caused by the market
fragmentation linked to disparities in national pricing and reimbursement
schemes of pharmaceuticals are also explored here. In what was theorized to be
a patchwork of rules and roles, the potential growth of the pharmaceutical
industry is hampered and important inequalities in patient access are growing.
What will be the next moves of European Union legislation to address the aging
of the population, the higher incidence of some diseases and the growing costs
of innovative medicines? Answers to such questions are offered in this book.
The European Union is rarely out of the news and, as it deals with the
consequences of the Brexit vote and struggles to emerge from the eurozone
crisis, it faces difficult questions about its future. In this debate, the law has a
central role to play, whether the issue be the governance ofthe eurozone, the
internal market, "clawing back powers from Europe" or reducing so-called
"Brussels red tape".In this Very Short Introduction Anthony Arnull looks at the
laws and legal system of the European Union, including EU courts, and
discusses the range of issues that the European Union has been given the power
to regulate, such as the free movement of goods and people. He considers why
anorganisation based on international treaties has proved capable of having farreaching effects on both its Member States and on countries that lie beyond its
borders, and discusses how its law and legal system have proved remarkably
effective in ensuring that Member States respect the commitmentsthey made
when they signed the Treaties. Answering some of the key questions surrounding
EU law, such as what exactly it is about, and how it has become part of the legal
DNA of its Member States so much more effectively than other treaty-based
regimes, Arnull considers the future for the EuropeanUnion.ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, andenthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
This eagerly awaited new edition has been significantly revised after extensive
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user feedback to meet current teaching requirements. The first major textbook to
be published since the rejuvenation of the Lisbon Treaty, it retains the best
elements of the first edition – the engaging, easily understandable writing style,
extracts from a variety of sources showing the creation, interpretation and
application of the law and comprehensive coverage. In addition it has separate
chapters on EU law in national courts, governance and external relations
reflecting the new directions in which the field is moving. The examination of the
free movement of goods and competition law has been restructured. Chapter
introductions clearly set out what will be covered in each section allowing
students to approach complex material with confidence and detailed further
reading sections encourage further study. Put simply, it is required reading for all
serious students of EU law.
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